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The Sydney Morning Herald headline  
said, “Bigger penalties and stronger 

consumer refund rights proposed in 
Australian Consumer Law Review”*  
which was immediately appealing as a 
committed supporter of my shopping rights 
but somewhat alarming in a business sense. 
In essence, Consumer Affairs Australia and 
New Zealand – an organisation representing 
Consumer Affairs Ministers – has proposed 
tougher penalties, stronger consumer rights, 
wiping hazardous products from the market 
and forcing online sellers to provide accurate 
prices for their goods and services. The 
report entitled Australian Consumer Law 
Review** has just been released and 
contains 18 recommendations which  
will be considered by the ministers with final 
recommendations being considered  
by the Federal Government before  
any changes to the consumer law.

So, whether the ACL is amended in  
the near future or not, the provisions of 
Australian Consumer Law are far-reaching 
and the penalties can be severe. If you sell 
goods to Australian consumers you need to 
be aware that the ACL applies to your goods 
whether you have an additional guarantee or 
not and if you do have a guarantee, it must 
state that the ACL applies no matter what 
the guarantee contains. In some respects, 
the consumer law is simple: goods must  
be fit for the specified purpose and must  
be of acceptable quality and be safe, and 
this means that the goods – in our case, 
timber products – usually need to meet  

a number of grading standards, and in  
the case of preservative treated products, 
treated timber standards as well.

This all sounds straightforward, however, 
when we develop a new preservative 
treated product there is a complicated trail 
of product development, testing, refining, 
regulatory registrations for effectiveness and 
safety and possibly inclusion in standards 
and regulation. Production and marketing 
involves a whole other layer of quality 
management, consistency and packaging.  
In the end, all these things need to come 
together to produce the expected result  
and meet consumer expectations. But what 
are those expectations? In most cases, 
community and consumer expectations are 
represented in various standards that have 
been developed over many years, however 
not all products are covered by specific 
standards and this can be the subjective: 
how long should the preservative treated 
deck last? And what about the fence?  
What about the garden landscaping  
or the structural retaining wall?

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
Nick Livanes, business development manager, Koppers Performance 
Chemicals Australia, on wood preservation, innovation, quality and  
customer expectations

In reality, some of these products and 
construction are covered by building and 
product standards but some are not, and  
at the end of the day, expectations can vary 
between individual consumers. Another 
layer of complication is the question of 
painting, sealing of cuts and holes and 
maintenance. A preservative-treated pine 
deck will definitely look better, check less 
and probably last longer if it is regularly 
coated with a water repellent paint system. 
However, if the owner chooses to not 
maintain the deck, what is their expectation?

Although this can sound daunting, there 
are things that we can do as a supplier  
to consumers to minimise our risk:
• Clearly label or describe the product,  

for example, preservative treated wood 
destined for a garden planter box or edge 
(H4) is different from timber destined for 
a graded structural retaining wall (H5).

• Produce and have available product 
information that explains the 
recommended uses for that product  
and any sealing and maintenance 
requirements.

• Produce a consistent quality product with 
a suitable quality management system.

Suppliers, producers and retailers note, the 
message is clear: consumer law will be 
getting stronger, expectations will be greater 
and the penalties more severe. 

*Sydney Morning Herald online April 20,  
Author: Esther Han 
**For a copy of the recommendations, see  
Australian Consumer Law Review – Final Report  
at consumerlaw.gov.au

The provisions of 
Australian Consumer 
Law are far-reaching 
and the penalties  
can be severe. 

Next month in

To advertise in this feature, contact Julie McConachy at juliem@paragonmedia.com.au 
For editorial enquiries please contact Alison Turner at alison@paragonmedia.com.au 
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: June 9, 2017.

In our July issue of TimberTrader News, we  
will be dedicating a feature to timber cladding.

CLADDING 
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

TMA  
Emma Watt

Industrial relations workshops for 
members
TMA is in the process of running workshops 
for members and their frontline supervisors, 
covering all the necessary industrial relations 
and human resources information. The 
workshops are specifically designed to 
relate the esoteric employment law 
concepts to the workplace – in other  
words, practical ways of implementing  
the legislative “word salad” that can  
be so confusing.

Members will be given templates,  
and step by step checklists to help keep 
everything shipshape with employees.

Wage rate increase
By the time this issue is printed, it is likely 
that the Fair Work Commission will have 
announced the Safety Net Increase – the 
amount by which minimum award wages 
will increase from the first pay period 
commencing on or after 1 July this year.

Members will be notified as soon as the 
decision is announced, and updated wage 
rate schedules and award summaries will be 
distributed before the end of June 2017.

Employers need to be aware that if  
their employees are already being paid  
more than the new minimum rate of  
pay for the work being performed,  
there is generally no obligation to  
pass on the Safety Net Increase.  

Allowances will also increase by the 
relevant Consumer Price Index adjustment, 
again, from the first pay period commencing 
on or after 1 July 2017.

TTIA  
Brian Beecroft

Workplace health and safety – 
compulsory workplace notice
In February 2017 the State Insurance 
Regulatory Authority (SIRA) published  
a poster – “If you get injured at work”.  
This poster must be displayed in every 
workplace otherwise you could be liable  
for a hefty penalty. The poster must be 
displayed where all workers can read it.  

Some states have specific requirements 

as to what is required to be displayed in the 
workplace, while others don’t. South 
Australia, Western Australia, Northern 
Territory and Queensland don’t have any 
specific requirements, but if you are in one 
of those locations we recommend displaying 
a checklist of what to do when you are 
injured at work. 

Employers can access a copy of the 
notice via the TTIA website – ttia.asn.au 

The TTIA operates the timber industry’s 

premier in-house Workplace Health and 
Safety Unit. This unit is able to help with risk 
assessments, safety management systems 
and general WHS issues.  
Contact (02) 9264 0011. 

Timber industry annual dinner
A joint Timber NSW/TTIA conference and 
annual dinner will be held on November 23 
at Alan Davidson Oval, Sydney Park Pavilion. 
The conference will run from 1pm to 

ISBN 978 1 74218 108 0  SIRA08088 0217 © State Insurance Regulatory Authority

This poster summarises the requirements of the Workplace Injury Management and Workers Compensation Act 1998 with regard to notifying injuries and making claims, and is the form of notice 
approved under section 231 of the Workplace Injury Management and Workers Compensation Act 1998 and clause 39 of the Workers Compensation Regulation 2016. Every employer must keep 
this constantly posted up in some conspicuous place at work.

SafeWork NSW is the work health and safety regulator. The State Insurance Regulatory Authority (SIRA) 
regulates workers compensation insurance in NSW.

For more information go to safework.nsw.gov.au or sira.nsw.gov.au or call 13 10 50.
 
Your employer’s workers compensation insurer is: 

Your return to work coordinator is:

If you get  
injured  
at work

Tell your employer
Tell your employer as soon as you can. Your employer must notify 
the insurer within 48 hours. If your injury is serious, your employer 
must notify SafeWork NSW immediately on 13 10 50.

See your doctor
See your doctor and get a certificate of capacity for your employer 
to send to the insurer.

Recover at work
If you are able, stay at work or plan how to return to suitable work 
as early as possible.

You can claim medical expenses, and will get weekly payments if you need time off work.
If you need more than 7 days off work, you must participate in an injury management plan.

1
2
3

Evidence shows you recover from an injury better at work than at home.

Being off work impacts on your health and wellbeing, your financial 
situation and your relationships with family and friends.

If a co-worker is off injured, stay in touch and support their return to work.

RECOVER
BETTER
AT WORK
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

popular. This scheme, exclusive to TABMA, 
helps protect against bad debts and is 
provided at a very reasonable cost. For more 
information just contact John Theoharris  
on 02 9277 3144 or Natalie Hodges of  
NCI at natalie.hodges@nci.com.au.

Industry tour days
In April, TABMA teamed up with Busy  
at Work (Australian Apprenticeship Support 
Network) to host two industry tour days  
on the north and south side of Brisbane. 
Industry career liaison officers (ILOs)  
from local schools were invited to attend 
and discover the many employment 
opportunities our industry has to offer.

The south side tour gave the 20 ILOs  
in attendance the chance to explore the 
wholesale, retail and frame and truss 
industries while the north side tour provided 
the ILOs with the opportunity to tour a 
sawmill, a timber merchant’s premises as 
well as a frame and truss fabrication facility.

Many questions were asked, with the 
ILOs showing a keen interest in the career 
opportunities available. Most had students  
in mind who they felt would be suited to  
the various career pathways and roles 
available. Subsequent feedback from  
the ILOs requesting information from 
TABMA on traineeships in the industry  
was very positive. TABMA extends a special 
thank you to Tilling Timber, Langs Building 
Supplies, Carter Holt Harvey and Versace 
Timbers who offered their sites and their 
time on these days.

Queensland Forest & Timber  
Workforce Development Plan
Over the past 12 months TABMA Queensland 
has been working with the Queensland 
Department of Forest Industries and the 
Queensland Forest & Timber Industry to 
develop a Queensland Forest  
& Timber Workforce Development Plan. 
TABMA is very proud of the plan that has 
evolved and a launch was held on May 23 at 
TABMA’s premises, which was attended by 
industry and government representatives. 
Initiatives identified are now being rolled out.

Queensland timber industry gala dinner
TABMA is proud to again be hosting  
this annual event which is being held  
on Saturday, October 14 at the Tote  
Room at Brisbane Racing Club’s Eagle Farm 
racecourse. This is the only event of its kind 
held for the Queensland Timber Industry and 
is a huge opportunity for industry members 
to network and catch up with old friends. 
Sponsorship packages are now available 
along with event tickets. As limited seating 
is available those interested in attending 
should contact Alicia Oelkers as quickly  
as possible on alicia@tabma.com.au. 

Good for generations to come!

 Durable against decay and termite damage.
 Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent 
          human contact is expected.
 Ideal for residential, commercial and civic applications, 
          where outdoor timber is specified.  
 Attractive green coloured outdoor timber products, an inexpensive 
          sustainable alternative to Hardwood products.
 Naturally weathers to a honey brown colour on exposure to sunlight.

 sales@outdoortimber.com.au
 03 8706 1250

• Fencing Products 
• Structural Timbers

• Garden Grade Sleepers
• F7 Structural Sleepers   

• Custom Treatment Available •

EcoWood®

Tanalised and Ecowood are registered trademarks of Lonza 
or its subsidiaries used under licence.  © Outdoor Timber 2017 

• Decking
• Plywood

The new certification 
requirements about 
storage will provide 
additional assurance  
of biosecurity risk 
mitigation while 
being of minimal 
imposition on 
importers. 

4.30pm, followed by pre-dinner drinks at 
6.30pm and dinner at 7pm.

Last year’s inaugural joint timber 
association event was a major success. 
Please put this date in your diary. If you 
would like to register interest, please 
contact the TTIA office on (02) 9264 0011.

Reminder: TTIA industrial  
relations seminars 
Employers are reminded that TTIA  
will be carrying out a series of national 
seminars in June/July on important industrial 
relations issues relevant to our industry 
awards and recent industrial cases.  
Some of the issues to be dealt with are:
• Legal process for disciplinary action and 

termination of employment
• Penalty rates
• Abandonment of employment
• Significant award issues
• Contracts of employment including  

terms and conditions
• Right of entry
• Significant recent industrial relations 

decisions and cases

Dates and venues have now been  
finalised. Contact TTIA on (02) 9264 0011 for 
details. Members will be informed  
by circular shortly.

TABMA 
Colin Fitzpatrick

Trade credit insurance
Of all the many services and benefits 
offered to TABMA members, the trade  
credit insurance scheme provided by  
NCI is proving to be one of the most 



A revolution in
H3 treated timber.

Certified
Treatment

hyne.com.au

They’ll tell you it can’t be done...
That a safe, water-based treatment can’t protect timber in the great Australian 
outdoors. That what we’re claiming is impossible. But then again, everything is 
technically “impossible” until it’s done.

With a more consistent and natural colour tone, no petrochemical odours, no VOC 
emissions (making it safe for indoor projects too!) and CodeMarkTM certification for 
rigorous quality assurances - T3 Green Plus is a revolution in H3 treated timber.

For more information, call us now on 1300 304 963.



Australian Sustainable Hardwoods@sustainable_hardwoods Australian Sustainable Hardwoods

bygoodwood Australian Sustainable Hardwoods

Australia’s most beautiful  
floors start with Australia’s  
most beautiful hardwood.
World class, sustainably-harvested hardwood flooring 
that sets a new standard for looks and quality.

We’ve combined beautiful, sustainably-harvested 
Victorian Ash with a hard-wearing coating and a super 
stable substrate, manufactured to the quality you’d 
expect from Australia’s largest hardwood mill. 

The result is a floor of stunning architectural 
appearance that increases stability and speedy 
installation, offering a financial saving in both time and 
materials. So why import oak flooring that may have 
been harvested with no care for the environment? 

Australian Oak Engineered Flooring has an  
un-matched aesthetic feel that will add character 
and warmth with every board, and is made from a 
combination of re-growth and plantation hardwoods. 
You’ll love the look, and the story.

For your brochure, just speak to an Australian Oak  
specialist on 03 5139 7070 or simply visit  
vicash.com.au/engineered-timber-flooring  
to find out more.

 UP TO 8 COATS OF UV OIL  BRUSH FINISHED

 BALANCED HARDWOOD CONSTRUCTION  CROWN CUT

 CAN SAND AND RE-POLISH  EAST TO LAY

 CROSS LAMINATED ORIENTATION  25 YEAR STRUCTURAL  
WARRANTY
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NEWS IN BRIEF

INDUSTRY NEWS

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF!  If you are launching a product  
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here. 

Two designs by BVN have been  
included on the shortlist for the  

INDE.Awards, released in April.
“Supporting and entering awards 

programmes is about more than just 
competing against other architects,”  
says Matthew Blair, principal, BVN.  
“It is – perhaps more importantly – about 
the opportunity to share designs with the 
public and show how architecture serves  
a purpose in making different aspects of life, 
whether it be work, school, health or home, 
more enjoyable, more memorable and even 
more bearable through design.”

The BVN shortlisted entries are in the 
building category and the social space 
category. The building category recognises 
projects that advance architecture and  
its capacity to respond to place-specific, 
cultural needs. The BVN project shortlisted 
in this category is the new headquarters  
for South East Water in Frankston, Victoria.  
This design responds to an extraordinary 
site and the opportunity to give both  
the workers inside the building and the 
people of Frankston new communal areas 
overlooking their expansive bay views. 

The social space celebrates design that 
imaginatively brings people together in 
impressive spaces where we interact and 

BVN on INDE.Awards shortlist

play. Woollahra Library at Double Bay is  
the BVN project shortlisted in this category.   
The librarian’s brief called for a welcoming 
place; BVN’s response took inspiration from 
its previous location in a garden to create  
a garden in the library. There is a series of 
organic-shaped voids adorned with hanging 
gardens connecting spaces for every 

demographic from small children who  
can access their books via a secret  
slippery dip, to university students who  
can study in quiet spaces on the top floor. 

Winners of the INDE.Awards will be 
announced on June 30 in Sydney. For 
more information visit indeawards.com                                    

Designs demonstrate the strength and prowess  
of architects and designers.

South East Water, Victoria

Woollahra Library 
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WoodSolutions 
2017 North 
America tour 

WoodSolutions is holding its fifth 
international tour travelling to North 

America into the heart of tall timber 
buildings. The theme of this tour is 
“Timber Frames Meet Mass Timber 
(CLT)” where in this part of the world 
these forms of timber construction occur 
together, offering an excellent opportunity 
to investigate where each timber 
construction system is best suited. 

 The tour will commence in Portland, 
Oregon, where tall timber buildings are 
on show with Carbon 12 – an 8-storey 
timber-framed residential project that will 
be shortly under construction. The tour 
will then travel to Vancouver, Canada 
where again there is a mixture of timber 
building types including 6-storey timber 
framed apartment buildings and various 
mass timber buildings including Brock 
Commons, an 18-storey mass timber 
student accommodation building under 
construction. The group will then visit 
buildings that are still under construction, 
as well as completed, ranging from 
apartments, offices, educational and 
sporting halls showcasing timber’s vast 
suitability to various structural forms. 
Along the way you will see CLT 
manufacture, nail laminated CLT and 
fabrication plants, plus some time off  
at the Whistler Blackcomb Resort. 

 The group will also meet some of the 
professionals behind the notable 
buildings. The tour is for six days and 
seven nights and is open to building 
professionals with an interest in tall 
timber buildings. It will offer inspiration, 
information and fun for only AUD$4950 
twin share (plus $900 single room 
supplement).  
For more information on this tour 
please contact Eileen Newbury at 
eileen.newbury@fwpa.com.au 

Giving back
Rust-Oleum Australia joins Paintback and expands  
the sustainable future of paint.

Paintback’s Chief Executive Karen  
Gomez recently announced that paint 

manufacturer Rust-Oleum Australia has 
joined Australia’s world-leading waste paint 
collection scheme. Paintback provides both 
trade and DIY painters a responsible way  
to dispose of architectural and decorative 
waste paint and packaging. 

“We’re pleased to welcome Rust-Oleum 
Australia as the latest high profile branded 
paint supplier to join the Paintback scheme, 
which has been enthusiastically supported by 
the leading domestic and international paint 
manufacturers in Australia”, Gomez says.

“Rust-Oleum’s decision to join Paintback 
demonstrates its commitment to a 
sustainable waste management solution for 
its customers. Painters can use Rust-Oleum’s 
eligible products with full confidence knowing 
they can dispose of leftover architectural  
and decorative paint easily and responsibly.” 

Erwin Brouwer, director of operations, 
Rust-Oleum Australia says the Paintback 
program will allow the company to close the 
loop for its customers. “The supply of world 
class innovative paint products by Rust-
Oleum, through to the responsible 
management of waste by a nation-wide 
program reinforces the value our products 
provide to all our customers,” he says. 

Paintback’s program has been strongly 
supported by hardware and specialist 
retailers, industry associations and all  
levels of government.  

The scheme launched in May 2016 and has 
opened over 40 sites to date. It will continue 
to roll-out additional paint-specific collection 
points across Australia. Already 60 percent of 
Australians are no more than 20 kilometres 
from a Paintback collection point. 

Paintback aims to divert 45,000,000 
kilograms of waste paint out of landfill  
over the next five years.

More about Paintback 
Paintback is a cost-effective solution 
for households and trade painters  
to remove unwanted paint and 
packaging.

Paintback is establishing collection 
points Australia-wide. It currently 
has over 40 sites in all capital cities 
and major regional centres. 60 
percent of the nation  
are within 20km of a Paintback site.

It gives residential do-it-yourself 
and commercial painters a 
responsible pathway for unwanted 
architectural and decorative  
paint and packaging. 

It is funded through an ACCC-
approved 15 cent per litre levy on 
eligible products, between 1 litre 
and 20 litres inclusive. The monies 
collected will go to Paintback 
Limited, which is an independent, 
not-for-profit organisation.

Its governing rules ensure that 
these funds are used to establish 
and operate the collection program 
and sustainable disposal and 
recycling of paint and associated 
packaging. Paintback will also  
fund research to find better uses  
for unwanted paint.

The founding members of 
Paintback are Dulux Group, PPG 
Industries, Valspar, Haymes Paint  
and Resene – which produce more 
than 90% of all architectural and 
decorative paint sold in Australia. 
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Encouraging the use of  
wood benefits the planet, 
jobs and local economies. 

Timber use in Far North Queensland stacks up

Timber Queensland, in conjunction  
with Planet Ark Environmental 

Foundation, is promoting the many  
benefits of building with timber when it 
comes to delivering better environmental 
outcomes in Far North Queensland.

Consistent with the Far North  
Queensland Regional Plan to promote 
sustainable buildings and housing 
affordability, the Cairns, Tablelands and 
Mareeba local governments are being 
briefed on why using timber stacks up  
both environmentally and economically. 

“Timber is a renewable, recyclable 
material with low carbon emissions 
compared to other building materials,  
such as steel and concrete,” says  
Timber Queensland CEO Mick Stephens.  
“If half of all the new houses built in  
Far North Queensland over the past  
two years were timber maximised,  
for example, this would have avoided  

74,000 tonnes of carbon emissions.”
For these reasons, many governments 

around the world are adopting a Wood 
Encouragement Policy (WEP), which requires 
timber to be considered as a preferred 
construction material for projects when it’s 
equally fit-for-purpose. Within Australia, 12 
councils across four states have adopted a 
WEP, including the Fraser Coast and Gympie 
Councils, who became the first two councils 
in the state to do so in January 2017.

Stephens says a wood 
encouragement policy also 
supports jobs, growth and 
investment: “The forest and 
timber industry makes a 
significant contribution to  
the local economy, delivering 
over 500 direct jobs and  
a further 750 indirect jobs  
in the Mackay, Atherton 
Tablelands, Cairns and 
Cassowary Coast local 
government areas,” he says. 

Planet Ark has released a 
new report, Wood – Nature 
Inspired Design, which 

Above: Stefan Gerber, Wood Solutions; Tony Ross, Cairns Hardware; 
David Rowlinson, Planet Ark;  Mick Stephens, Timber Queensland.

highlights the many health and social benefits 
of using timber in public and private building 
spaces, including lower levels of stress.

“A WEP can promote greater awareness 
of the beauty, versatility and environmental 
benefits of timber in construction projects 
as diverse as libraries and hospitals, 
playgrounds, wharves and bridges, hotels, 
mid-rise apartments and office buildings,” 
says David Rowlinson, the Make It Wood 
campaign manager with Planet Ark. 

INTRODUCING THE NEW 

“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 
Fax: (03) 9701 2677 

Hardwood - The Proven Performer 

 Phil McCormack : 0438 255 118
 Nick Arfaras : 0438 255 115
 Glenn Lawrenson : 0438 255 116
 Matt Leplaa : 0403 724 184

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood
Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:
Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards, 
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking
FULL RANGE NOW AVAILABLE
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Forests in the sky
Remote sensing advances  
to cut costs, increase speed 
and usher in virtual reality.

New technological tools harnessing  
the power of remote sensing to  

make it quicker, easier and cheaper to 
measure forest inventory will soon be 
unveiled – and in future could potentially 
enable a virtual “walk through the forest”.

Researchers are set to brief estate 
managers and forest planners on the  
results of a world-leading three-year,  
$1.8 million collaborative research study 
jointly funded by Forest & Wood Products 
Australia (FWPA), forestry companies, 
universities and government.

The project has delivered:
• methods to map forest canopies  

using aerial photography that are  
effective and cost less than other 
airborne remote sensing techniques  
or field-based measurements and  
that can be incorporated into existing 
workflow systems;

• an “app” to count individual trees  
using 3D point cloud data acquired  
from airborne remote sensing;

• a forest sampling method that can 
significantly reduce the number of 
reference plots required to produce  
a representative model of the  
variability in a forest stand; and

scanning (also referred to as lidar).
“The thing that really surprised us  

is that the answer is yes. That’s a big 
breakthrough,” Dr Stone says, adding  
that it worked very well with radiata  
and eucalypt plantations.

Managing director of FWPA Ric Sinclair 
says that no single company or institution 
could have conducted the research alone.

“Collaboration is the key to a thriving  
and sustainable industry where technology 
is harnessed to the benefit of all,” he says. 
“We’re pleased to have played a part in  
this valuable project, and would like to thank 
the many members and researchers who 
participated in the research.” 

A research briefing was held in Melbourne 
on May 11 to demonstrate the tools and 
technologies developed in the project,  
with members of the research team holding  
follow-up meetings for FWPA levy payers 
who wanted further assistance to 
incorporate the latest developments.

• a best practice guide for airborne data 
collection that will assist the forest 
industry to achieve efficiency gains  
from these new remote sensing methods 
and to integrate dense 3D point cloud 
data into their operational workflows.

Leader of Forest Science at the NSW 
Department of Industry – Lands, Dr 
Christine Stone, says the next step in the 
research would be to utilise virtual reality 
technology and remotely acquired 3D point 
cloud data to enable foresters to visually 
characterise and measure individual trees.

“It will be like walking through the  
forest, and you can measure individual  
trees remotely,” she says. “You’ll be able  
to electronically select a tree, pick it up, 
‘chop’ it in half, tip it up and look at its 
diameter and put it back down.”

Dr Stone says the quality and quantity  
of data available is expanding rapidly,  
with the challenge being its interpretation.

“Five years ago you might have had  
two data points per square metre, and  
now you’ve got up to 100 data points per 
square metre, so much information that  
you can just about ‘touch’ the trees,” she 
says. “What we’re doing is using data 
collected and converting it into something 
useable – and that’s the hard step.”

Researchers wanted to discover whether 
timber volume estimates derived from 
analysis of aerial photography – a science 
called photogrammetry – were comparable 
to volume estimates derived from more 
expensive technology called airborne laser 

“You can  
measure individual  
trees remotely.”

This picture: drone with camera.  
Below: extract of dense point cloud 

acquired by the Riegl VUX-1 sensor of a  
P. radiata stand in the Tumut region.
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Groundbreaking 
koala research in 
North East NSW

The NSW Environmental Protection 
Authority and NSW Department of 

Industry – Lands’ jointly funded 
research undertaken by forest ecologist 
Dr Brad Law has been released. It 
assesses new techniques to track and 
map koalas and their distribution.

The research findings auger well for 
improving the capacity to protect koalas 
and sheds light on their resilience despite 
incursions from urban encroachment, 
wildfire, dog attacks and car strikes.

Maree McCaskill, general manager  
of Timber NSW, says research indicates 
there are more koalas than previously 
thought, particularly in state forests. The 
new technique of acoustic monitoring 
offers far more reliable proof of that fact 
than previous survey methods.

“Dr Law has revealed that the 
presence of koalas is heavily influenced 
by wildfire history,” she says. “Wildfire  
is a significant threat and we have been 
warning about the concerning increase  
in the number and intensity of fires for 
years. Forestry will continue to play a key 
role in managing the threat of fires and its 
devastating outcomes on koalas and 
other animals. The low level burning 
previously used in traditional Aboriginal 
culture kept the forest areas healthy and 
fauna protected from massive destructive 
fires. The lack of controlled burning 
threatens the ecology, the health of the 
forests as well as life and property.”

Koala preservation is a top priority for 
the industry, which carries a particular 
Koala Code of Practice for forest 
operations in NSW. Dr Law’s report 
indicates that the very large number  
of koalas recorded in some state  
forests is cause for optimism.

“Significantly, those forests are regrowth 
forests with a long history of moderate 
intensity timber harvesting,” McCaskill says.
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Innovation and 
Excellence Awards

The spectacular restoration of one of 
Sydney’s most loved sandstone buildings, 

5 Martin Place, has won the RLB Australian 
Development of the Year for 2017.

Dexus and CBus Property were presented 
with the development industry’s most 
coveted prize at the Property Council of 
Australia/Rider Levett Bucknall Innovation 
and Excellence Awards in Sydney on May 5.

“This significant heritage restoration 
project has delivered one of the most 
inspired and innovative commercial 
workspaces in Australia,” says the Property 
Council’s Chief Executive Ken Morrison.

Protecting the building’s heritage required 
clever design solutions, including a 
cantilever over the existing building which 
supports the new tower above.

“5 Martin Place’s 5 Star Green Star rating 
demonstrates how older buildings can be 
upgraded to meet new sustainability 
standards. And by breathing new life into the 
streetscape below and investing in public art, 
Dexus and Cbus Property have enhanced one 
of Australia’s most important gathering places.”

5 Martin Place also took home the  
SAS International Award for Best Office 
Development and the Clean Energy Finance 
Corporation Award for Best Sustainable 
Development – Existing Buildings.

Morrison says the quality of entries  
for this year’s awards was “astounding”  
and reflect the industry’s commitment  
to “pushing the innovation envelope”.

Another heritage project, the $80 million 
restoration of Western Australia’s State 
Buildings Perth, won the S4B Studio  
Award for Best Heritage Development.

With a history spanning more than 140 
years, the three interconnected buildings 
had been vacant for almost 20 years before 
they were purchased by FJM Property and 
transformed into vibrant hospitality and retail 
precinct, and the home of luxury 48-suite 
hotel COMO: The Treasury.

“This project has restored an important 
part of Western Australia’s history, returning 
it to the people of Perth and creating a 
world-class destination,” Morrison says. 

Meanwhile, Little National Hotel in 
Canberra won the KONE Award for 
Development Innovation, and Morrison says 
developer/owner Doma Group “presents a 
new business model that offers a smart 
solution to luxury and affordability”.

The Vibe Hotel Canberra Airport won the 
Brain & Poulter Award for Best Tourism and 
Leisure Development for its “combination  
of modern, innovative design, architectural 
quality and place-making potential,” says 
NSW Managing Director of RLB Matt Harris.

The Geelong Library & Heritage Centre, 
owned by the City of Greater Geelong, beat 
four other contenders to win the Woods 
Bagot Award for Best Public Building. The 
eight-level library – with an extraordinary 
design which has been described as a  
golf ball or an igloo – is a highly efficient, 

environmentally-sensitive 
building with one of the  
first Green Star ratings for  
a public building in Australia.

“The building took years of 
planning and collaboration, but 
the result has reimagined the 
library as a meeting place and 
learning incubator,” Harris says.

The Ponds Shopping Centre in 
Sydney’s north west won Best 
Shopping Centre Development. 
The centre was also awarded  
a 6 Star Green Star Retail  
Centre Design rating for World 
Leadership in environmentally 
sustainable design by the Green 
Building Council of Australia.

RLB has partnered with the 
Property Council of Australia  
to present the Innovation  
& Excellence Awards program 
since its inception in 1982.

Above: The Ponds Shopping Centre

Above: 5 Martin Place
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Budget will boost 
builders & tradies
The budget will be a boost for over 
340,000 builders and tradies in every 
city, town and region, Denita Wawn, 
CEO of Master Builders Australia says. 

“There are more building and 
construction businesses than any other 
type in the economy and this budget will 
boost their business success,” she says. 
“The budget measures focus on the 
right parts of the economy at the right 
time, particularly areas of strength such 
as the building and construction sector, 
the nation’s second largest industry.”

The government’s commitment to 
building more new homes and working 
with state and territory governments  
to removing barriers to increasing  
the housing supply will be positive  
in tackling the housing affordability 
challenge, Wawn says. 

The government’s housing 
affordability package, including financial 
incentives to state and territory 
governments to meet housing supply 
targets and the $1billion to fund urban 
infrastructure to unlock more “shovel 
ready” land for housing development 
will help cut the hidden taxes, red tape 
and regulatory creep that drive up 
house prices and help to provide an 
adequate supply of social housing. 

“The investment in infrastructure, 
including urban, transport and defence 
will reap immediate as well as medium 
and long-term benefits,” Wawn says. “But 
government procurement and tendering 
processes must be fair and transparent if 
communities around Australia are to fully 
benefit from strengthened economies 
and more jobs.” 

Master Builders welcomes the 
announcement of the $1.5 billion Skilling 
Australians Fund and additional training 
of 300,000 apprentices in partnership 
with state and territory governments. 
The funding should enable training that 
leads to strong employment outcomes 
for young Australians in industries  
where there is jobs growth, such as  
the building and construction industry.

“The budget’s small business 
measures will particularly benefit  
the building and construction industry 
which is 98 percent made up of small 
businesses,” Wawn says. “The building 
industry is a big winner from the 
extension of the accelerated depreciation 
measures by one year and to businesses 
turning over up to $10 million.

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news at 
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters 

A leading researcher from the world’s 
largest university wood and forestry 

program is to be appointed as Foundation 
Fellow for Australia’s National Centre  
for Timber Durability and Design Life.

Professor Philip Evans will take on the 
position while maintaining an ongoing role 
as BC Leadership Chair in the Faculty of 
Forestry at University of British Columbia – 
an arrangement which enables continual 
knowledge sharing and access to  
multiple sources of research funding.

A strategic initiative of the industry  
group Forest & Wood Products Australia 
(FWPA), the centre is a partnership between 
industry, academia and government. It was 
launched late last year and is based at the 
University of the Sunshine Coast, Qld.

The centre is designed to put Australia at 
the forefront of international best practice, and 
use an evidence-based approach to ensure 
design guides and standards remain world 
class in the light of climate change, new 
engineered timbers and changes in design.

“As foundation fellow, I’m there to 
establish the centre and set the initial 
research direction, which will be handed 
over within five years to a new generation 
that we will train,” Professor Evans says.

“If you look around the industry, we’re not 
getting any younger. It’s essential we train 
talented young people in the field – the 
value of that to this industry is immense.

“Through a network that the centre will 
establish, we will have access to some of 
the brightest minds in the best universities 
in Australia and around the world. This 
centre is a fantastic opportunity to make  
a difference and apply the knowledge  
I have gained over the last 33 years.”

Managing director of FWPA Ric Sinclair 
says Professor Evans is a perfect fit for the 
role: “Phil is heavily engaged with industry, 
and is a world-class operator, with experience 
in the UK, North America and Australia,” he 
says. “He worked at the ANU between 1985 
and 2001 and is still an Honorary Professor  
in the Department of Applied Mathematics  
at the ANU. He is an Australian citizen and 
knows the Australian industry very well. 
Many of his former students went on  
to become today’s industry leaders.

The centre will initially focus its efforts  

A perfect fit
Philip Evans to head National 
Centre for Timber Durability 
and Design Life

on the development of evidence-based data, 
systems and tools to underpin consumer 
confidence in timber product performance.

Over time, the centre would also create 
world-leading predictive models to enable 
architects and building specifiers to more 
easily choose the appropriate timber 
products for specific end uses and tasks.

In collaboration with industry, Professor 
Evans has been involved in the creation  
of many products, most recently novel 
composite wood flooring that does not  
swell at the edges when exposed to water. 

“It’s important to meet the needs of 
academia while at the same time producing 
outputs that industry can use, whether 
that’s in terms of reducing costs or  
new products,” he says.

“My work has demonstrated that what 
we do in the lab is only about 10 per cent  
of what is required to take a wood product 
to market.” Industry is a crucial partner  
in the innovation landscape, and it’s a good 
omen that Australia’s timber industry  
is firmly behind the National Centre  
for Timber Durability and Design Life”.

Many of the challenges facing the industry 
were global, he said, including the loss  
of traditional preservatives and the use of  
more complex durability systems, against a 
backdrop of increasing regulatory complexity.

The centre’s founding partners include  
the University of Queensland and the 
Queensland Department of Agriculture  
and Fisheries, however, its work will  
be national and international in scope.

Professor Philip Evans
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selection of textures and tones of building 
materials. The exterior palette is one of 
smooth concrete, black zinc, original red 
brick and galvanised steel columns, which 
accentuates the warm timber tones of  
Big River Armourpanel Spotted Gum 
plywood used extensively within.

The spotted gum front door offers  
the first hint of a warm and welcoming 
interior, which is carried through to the  
fully resolved cabinetry, window reveals, 
detailed joinery and kitchen island.  
The plywood has been a linking feature 
throughout the home, connecting each 
expertly crafted space and adding a  
depth and richness to the overall design. 

“We chose the Big River plywood for  
its durability, unique finish, bespoke 
application and because it’s Australian,” 
Jackson Fitzroy-Kelly explains. “We  

10-year vision hits all the right tones
Taking it to the Bank incorporates winning design  
with Australian engineered timber from Big River. 

The drive towards visual perfection  
is evident throughout the new one-

bedroom plus study apartment built  
behind the grand 1920s former State 
Savings Bank with a heritage overlay, 
located in the heart of Melbourne.

With Big River Group’s Armourpanel 
plywood critical in realising the designer  
and homeowners’ detailed vision, the  
visually striking new home has been 
perfectly executed by building designer 
Jackson Fitzroy-Kelly of JFKDESiGN  
for his clients – an empty nester couple  
wanting a stylish and contemporary  
home that could also accommodate  
studio and office space below. 

The transition from the original heritage  
of the former bank to the new structure has 
been creatively articulated, with both inside 
and out beautifully contrasted through the 

 
were able to use it in multiple applications,  
from custom joinery through to window 
detailing, and its use has helped to create  
a softer and more luxurious abode.”

A native Australian timber decorative 
plywood, the Big River Armourpanel  
Spotted Gum plywood is a precision-
engineered structural product with a  
unique construction method that sees  
each of its five layers of Australian eucalypt 
hardwood sheets bonded together in  
a cross-ply manufacturing process to  
form a strong, solid and stable panel. 

Its durability makes it ideal for use in 
hardwearing areas, including flooring, wall 
panelling, screening, cabinetry and ceiling 
linings. Not to mention joinery, which the 
designer has carefully integrated into the 
design to act as furniture, with examples 
seen in the bedroom’s window seat/storage 
unit and in the study’s book and concealed 
desk unit, a reflection of the plywood’s 
applicability and strength. 

As a result of the creative articulation of 
the brief and its vision, the project, known 
as “Taking it to the Bank”, won three 
citations in the 2016 Building Designers 
Association of Victoria awards: Residential 
Design of New Homes in $500,000-$1 
million, Interior Design – Residential, and 
Excellence in the Use of Glass. 

“ The addition of the Autonailer and Nogmaster to our factory has 
been a valuable asset. It has increased productivity while also 
reducing the risk of injury.”

LEON CHENEY
Owner – Westruss Manufacturing Pty Ltd 

  0423 732 275       rob@framequip.com.au
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“I was very excited 
because making 
trusses the way  
we were in Australia  
then was very slow.”

Peter Taylor, CEO of the Multinail Group, 
has quite the story to tell. He has been 

at the forefront of the nail plate industry  
in Australia since the very beginning. 
Striking out on his own in what has  
become a hugely competitive, constantly 
evolving industry, he has managed to  
build a successful family business that 
continues to strengthen and grow. 

Multinail began as a small, Canberra-
based business that produced nail  
plates and machinery for frame and truss 
fabricators. From its humble beginnings in 
1979, the business has grown exponentially 
and now offers software, engineering and 
training services as well as metal connector 
production and machinery manufacturing.

But to understand the real beginning of 
the Multinail story, we need to delve further 
back to 1952, when a US architect by the 
name of Carol Sanford first invented the 
punched nail plate to replace plywood 
gussets in roof truss fabrication. This 

Captain of industry
Peter Taylor has faced 
countless setbacks over 
the past few decades, but 
his dogged determination 
has seen him build a true 
Australian success story. 

heralded the very beginning of the truss 
industry, which has since revolutionised 
residential and commercial building 
construction around the world. 

Taylor travelled to meet with Sanford  
in 1975, at his Pompano Beach operation  
in Florida, US. Taylor was sent there by  
his former employer, who was looking  
to boost productivity without increasing  
staff numbers. 

“We were manufacturing trusses in 
Queenbeyan in the ACT area and we were 
using the Steelfast Framing System,” Taylor 
says. “They had a very old plate which  
was 2mm thick and only had two teeth per 
square inch, and their machinery was very 
old fashioned. The people I was working for 
wanted to increase their productivity without 
increasing the number of men, as labour 
was very expensive at that time. 

“So I met Carol Sanford – he not only had 
a new type of truss plate, he also had a new 
method of manufacturing trusses. At that 
time he was promoting the 1mm tooth 
connector which had eight teeth per square 
inch, and the connector was able to be 
rolled in as well as pressed in.”

The rolling system that Sanford had 
developed was as efficient then as it still  
is now, and most high production plants  
in Australia today are using a moderated  
or an upgraded version of what Sanford  
was using back in 1975. 

“It was revolutionary,” Taylor says. “I was 
very excited because making trusses the 
way we were in Australia then was very 
slow. Not only did it press the whole truss 
very quickly, it was then able to be ejected 
from the jig and removed from the factory 
virtually automatically, so the truss was 
ejected from the jig, rolled out through the 
factory and then stacked out the back. This 
was of considerable interest to us, because 
we could produce a lot more trusses with 
the same number of people.”

A LONG, HARD ROAD
It was decided to move in this new 
direction, but before anything could go 
ahead, a new plate approval was required, 
and new approval methods and engineering 
had to be developed to enable the trusses 
to be designed and used.

Peter Taylor (middle)  
with his sons Trent  
(left) and Travis. 
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“It wasn’t just a one-
off… it was a total 
system we had to 
develop, which was 
quite intensive.” 

“Once all that was done and we agreed 
that it would work, we then had to import 
the new tools which enabled us to make  
the 1mm plate and develop a new method 
of manufacturing the plate,” Taylor says.  
“It wasn’t just a one-off – bringing in a  
new piece of equipment or bringing in a 
new truss plate – it was a total system we 
had to develop, which was quite intensive.” 

This whole process eventually took  
Taylor three to four years. Then, just as he 
had got the job done his company, which 
owned the nail plate operation in Australia, 
decided to sell it. At first Taylor “floated 
along” with the sale and began working  
for the new corporation that had bought  

Above: Multinail machinery. 
This picture: Multinail head 
office and production facilities.
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Taylor supervising  
floor joist production  
for the new head office  
on Multinail machinery.

the business, but it wasn’t long before  
he decided to leave. 

“Six months after I left, the corporation 
couldn’t handle the nail plate company,  
so they sold it to Gang-Nail,” Taylor says. 
“When they sold it to Gang-Nail it got 
absorbed into their business, and whatever 
customers I was dealing with before I left 
started to ring me and ask me to get back 
into the industry. Firstly for the engineering, 
secondly for the service and thirdly because 
they knew I wanted to supply the machinery 
and they wanted all those things to be 
provided to them. So, whether stupidly  
or otherwise, I incorporated Multinail in 
1979. And my hair started to fall out  
and turn grey from that day!”

It wasn’t an easy road to follow. For  
the first two years the business consisted 
solely of Taylor and his wife. But once  
their initial engineering and marketing 
information was developed, they decided  
to commence manufacturing. 

“We were based in Canberra at that time, 
but we had one fabricator who was willing 
to back us in Port Macquarie, so we decided 
to shift to Port Macquarie,” Taylor says.  
“We rented a factory, bought a press and 
we started punching nail plates. Six months 
after we moved up there we moved from 
Port Macquarie to Wauchope. We bought  
an old timber mill that was there and we 
then engaged an engineer and he did  
a lot of programming while I did a lot of  
the production, the sales, sweeping the 
floors or whatever was required and  

we started to build from there.
“But it was tough going. Sometimes  

I wonder how we got through, but we  
just kept our heads down and listened to 
what the market was saying and what  
the industry was doing and we tried to 
match our engineering and our technology 
to that era. We’re still here now, so  
we must have done something right!”

While the day-to-day struggle was hard 
enough, Mother Nature then decided to 
throw one or two spanners in the works. 
Wild storms that lashed the Wauchope  
area destroyed the Multinail factory, blowing 
the roof clean off. True to form, Taylor 
brushed himself down, borrowed more 
money, rebuilt and kept on going, soon 
investing in some new machinery from  
the US. But then another storm hit – an 
electrical storm this time – that set part  
of the factory alight. While only half the 
building burnt down, the heat generated 
from the fire melted the machinery. While 
many others might throw up their hands  
in despair, Taylor remained determined to 
succeed, and rebuilt once again. He has 
now been able to grow his machinery 
division into something quite substantial. 

MOVING ON AND UP
In early 2000 Multinail once again moved, 
this time to Brisbane. While the business 
faced criticism from the local council for 
taking jobs away from the area, Taylor  
felt it was the right thing to do. 

“It was very disturbing as we had a lot  

of good people there, but we realised that  
if we wanted the company to grow we 
would have to move,” he says. “Since we’ve 
moved the company has grown extremely 
well. Of course, like everyone else the GFC 
hit us in about 2008, so that held us back 
again. But we got through that and over  
that and now we’re running very well.  
We’ve maintained our machinery division 
and now we are supplying machinery  
to a good proportion of all truss 
manufacturers in Australia.”

The company recently acquired two  
small businesses – one in New Zealand 
called Spida Machinery and one in  
Australia called Mango Tech. 

“We have absorbed Mango into  
Multinail machinery and Spida is running 
independently and doing exceptionally  
well,” Taylor says. “They have now 
developed a market into North America, so 
we are hopeful of expanding our machinery 
division in both Australia and New Zealand 
to sell into North America under the  
Spida name, so that’s very exciting.”

Another recent and exciting development 
for Multinail is the construction of their  
new head office in Stapylton, Queensland. 
Taylor saw this as the perfect opportunity  
to showcase his company’s market- 
leading innovation and expertise. 

“Everyone in the market place was talking 
about cassettes, but the only thing that  
I saw was little residential cassettes between 
three to five metres in span,” he says. “We 
have a product – a Carol Sanford product 

FEATURE STORY
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again – which is called SteelWood Joist, 
which is capable of taking commercial loads 
of 3,4,5 kPa live loads plus associated point 
loads over long spans up to 10 metres. We 
thought, why don’t we put cassettes in and 
show the market that cassettes can be done 
beyond residential three to five metres? 

“So we made a cassette which consisted 
of 15 Steelwood Joists and the area of 
flooring that was on top of that was six 
metres by nine metres, and we were able  
to lift those from the factory here and 
position them within 15 minutes.”

 The event was attended by a lot of  
fellow industry members, all of whom were 
incredibly impressed by the demonstration.  

“The builder who is building the 
construction here wouldn’t believe that  
we could do what I was suggesting, but  
we convinced him and he is a convert now,” 
Taylor says. “He said that the way he looked 
at it, it was just the next evolution – when 
he first started building they used to pitch all 
their roofs and then someone came in with 
these roof trusses. He said they wouldn’t 
work because there wasn’t enough timber in 
them, and of course they worked. The next 
thing he was doing was hefting  
up these onsite-made wall frames, and 
someone came in with wall frames made 
out of radiata pine, and he said that they’d 
never work, but of course they do. Then 
when they were doing two storeys these 
people came in with these open web floor 
trusses and I-beams and he said they would 
never work and of course we all know they 
do. And now he’d said that we’d never do  
a nine metre span with 3 kPa loading and  
now we can – that’s just the next step. 

“Whether it moves on from here or 
whether it finishes here depends on what 
happens in the marketplace, but we are 
currently talking to some people in Adelaide 
who are putting up three eight-storey 
buildings and they’re interested in using the 
SteelWood Joists cassettes in their flooring.”

THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT
Running a private business can be  
a long, hard and sometimes lonely  
road, but it only makes success all  
that much sweeter when it’s tasted. 

“When you’re a private company, 
sometimes you don’t get paid,” Taylor says. 
“I can remember a time in Wauchope with 
my boys – we used to have a nursery where 
we grew hanging plants, and to be able  
to put bread on the table we went out  
on the highway on Saturdays and Sundays 
and sold hanging pots to passing cars.  
That gave us a bit of extra income.

“It just becomes part of life. When you’re 
a private company – a family company – 
that’s just what you have to do. We just had 
to fight and fight and fight to get where we 

FEATURE STORY

are. But when you look back, you realise  
it’s probably made us stronger, and as a 
company, we probably relate more to most 
truss fabrication plants in Australia because 
they are also family companies.”

Taylor has many more plans for his 
business in the coming months and years. 
By the end of July the head office and 
factories will be completed, and the 

company is also investing in research  
and development in software,  
stamping, products and machinery. 

“And we’re also looking at exporting  
into the biggest market in the world –  
the North American market,” he says.  
“So the future, I feel, is good. 

“We are reinvesting back into our own 
production, we are reinvesting in research 
and development and we are investing  
in the development of our software quite 
extensively. The future is looking very 
promising, but we have to stay tight and  
we have to stay focused. We’ve got to  
keep our feet on the ground and keep  
all the right people in the right positions  
and we’ve got to make sure that we  
look after our customers and our staff.  
But we’re still here. And we’re growing.” 
For more information, head to  
multinail.com.au

“The future is looking 
very promising, but 
we have to stay tight 
and we have to 
stay focused.”

Inspecting test joists 
for the new office. 
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Nicky Woodward, software testing and 
support manager at Pryda Australia,  

has been in the industry for 21 years  
and she still loves what she does. 

Woodward began her career with  
Pryda in 1996, when a shortage of 
estimators and detailers within the  
timber truss and frame industry led the 
company to set up a training initiative.

“Pryda took a group of candidates and 
put us in a class situation for three 

Love your work
Embracing new opportunities 
has led Nicky Woodward  
to a rewarding and  
successful career. 

months,” she says. “They taught us the 
basics of becoming a detailer and taught  
us how to use the software. From that you 
were guaranteed a placement with a Pryda 
fabricator to do a 12 month traineeship.”

Woodward completed her traineeship  
in 1997 and continued working with the 
same fabricator for several years before  
she and her husband decided to start  
up their own truss plant.  

“We did that for a few years but then  
we realised that we were spending more 
time in the truss plant than we were with 
our children, so we decided to sell the 
business,” she says. 

Staying in the industry – this time working 
for a MiTek fabricator – it wasn’t long before 
Woodward’s journey led her back to Pryda. 
In 2005 she began work as a fabricator 
account manager (FAM). 

“I was on the road a lot, training the 
estimators and detailers in how to use  
the software,” she says. “Basically it  
was onsite tech support for any  
software-related issues.”

A year and a half later Pryda were  
in the process of developing their next  
phase of software that was about to  
be released to the market. 

“It was at testing stage and because  
of my experience, they asked if I’d come  
off the road for six weeks and do intensive 
testing with the development team,” 
Woodward says. “It was supposed to  

All smiles: Nicky 
Woodward at work. 
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be for six weeks and I’ve been with  
the software department ever since!”

Woodward’s temporary role turned  
into a permanent testing/support role, as 
Pryda decided to create a dedicated internal 
support team. Starting out with Woodward 
alone, the team is now eight strong and 
manages all of Pryda’s software offerings. 
Woodward also manages the testing  
team and the training of technical  
and documentation writers. 

A WOMAN’S WORLD 
Although numbers are slowly increasing, 
there are still far fewer women than men  
in the timber industry. Woodward is just  
one example of a woman in the industry 
who has survived and thrived to become  
the success story she is today. 

“Generally the building industry is a  
male-dominated one, so there is that lack  
of females in the industry, but there are  
a few coming through,” Woodward says. 

“The industry as a whole is becoming 
more welcoming to women. I mean,  
you still get your old-school builders,  
you always will, and you do need to  
have a thicker skin at times, but at  
the same time I enjoy working with  
guys. It’s a challenging environment.

“When I first started out back in the 
1990s, it was very much if guys saw a 
female turn up to do a site measure they 
would be like, ‘oh gee, here we go’. But  

you don’t tend to witness that kind  
of attitude any more. A lot of the  
guys now really welcome the female 
opinion, as we do think differently.”

THE RIGHT ATTITUDE
Part of Pryda’s role is working with 
fabricators – surveying customers to get 
feedback on how the business can improve 
its products and services. Listening to 
customers and building a relationship with 
them is part of what sets Pryda apart from 
its competition, according to Woodward. 

“We talk to our customers – we find  
out what they want, what they need,  
what their roadblocks are,” she says. “That’s 
what sets us apart – that customer 
relationship – asking them what they  
want not telling them what they need.  
I think that goes a long way. 

“We’ve always been that way and it’s 
always been one of the strong points that 

Pryda brings. It’s one thing that’s a constant 
– that we work with the customer and we 
take what the customer says on board  
and make them a part of the solution.”

Pryda obviously looks after its staff as  
well as its customers, with Woodward 
saying she’s not going anywhere any time 
soon, although there are always future 
possibilities in an industry such as this. 

“One of the fantastic things about ITW 
[who own Pryda] is that they are really  
big on internal development of their staff. 
Any job or opportunity that is in ITW 
anywhere always gets offered internally.  
We all get to see what’s on offer, and  
they encourage you to go for it.

“I love what I do, but you never know. 
When I was a FAM I got the opportunity  
to do testing which I thought was just  
a six week thing, but it turned into 
something so much more. And so  
while I love what I do, by the same token,  
if another opportunity was presented that 
my managers and peers thought I was 
capable of I would certainly be open to it. 
You don’t know what’s around the corner, 
but I can’t see myself going anywhere 
outside of ITW – I love working here.

“Money is second for me – you’re in  
the workforce for so long, you have to  
love what you do or it’s not worth getting 
out of bed in the morning.” Amen to that! 
For more information on Pryda  
software head to pryda.com.au

On the drawing board: Pryda team members at work. 

“We take what the 
customer says on 
board and make  
them a part of  
the solution.”
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WATT ABOUT  
THE WORKPLACE

Do the right thing
Over the past few years there have  

been a few high-profile scandals about 
companies underpaying their staff – think 
7-Eleven, Pizza Hut and Domino’s to name  
a few – where allegations of systematic 
breaches of employment law have been 
made. But how does the average timber 
industry business ensure that they are  
not at risk of similar allegations?

How to avoid being 
prosecuted for employment 
law breaches – a risk 
management approach.
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To start with, employers need to be 
certain that they have correctly identified 
award coverage. As a general rule in this 
industry, unless the employer is a sole 
trader or partnership operating in Western 
Australia, employees are potentially going to 
be covered by one of the following awards:

• Timber Industry Award 2010
• Road Transport and Distribution Award 

2010 (drivers)
• Commercial Sales Award 2010 (sales 

representatives)
• Clerks – Private Sector Award 2010

Modern awards apply to any work in 
Australia (excluding aforementioned WA 
businesses) that falls within the coverage  
of the award and is set out in the 
classification descriptions.

Employers and employees cannot contract 
out of award coverage, so even if there is a 
signed contract specifying that the work is 
award free, this will be of no effect if, in fact, 
a modern award covers the work. The only 
exception to this is where an enterprise 
agreement is in place.

Once the correct award has been 
identified, the terms of employment offered 
(both in writing and in practice) must comply 
with all the terms of the award.

One reasonably common breach is where 
an employer and an employee agree that  
all overtime will be paid at time and a half, 
instead of time and a half for a set period 
each day followed by double time for the 
remainder of overtime worked on that day.

On the face of it, this is likely to be a 
breach of a modern award – for example, 
the Timber Industry Award 2010 specifies 
that overtime is paid at time and a half for 
the first two hours each day, then double 
time thereafter. 

The only way this practice would not be  
a breach of the award is if a valid Individual 
Flexibility Agreement (IFA) is in place and 
appropriately documented by both parties. 
For example, if an employee would only 
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National Employment Standards.
This type of action could occur if a long-

term employee who would otherwise have 
accrued significant personal/carer’s leave 
falls seriously ill, but is financially 
disadvantaged because their employer has 
been extinguishing their leave without their 
express agreement on each occasion.

The point is, part of an employer’s own 
compliance audit is to ensure that all terms 
of the relevant award and the National 
Employment Standards are being met.

Another key area where employers 
occasionally go wrong is misclassifying 
employees under the relevant award. For 
example, some employers aren’t aware that 
operation of a forklift is a Level 4 skill in the 
Timber Industry Award 2010, and anyone 
covered by that award that regularly uses  
a forklift in their work needs to be paid at 
least the minimum rate of pay for Level 4.

Keeping proper employment records and 
issuing compliant payslips are two matters 
to check – the Fair Work Act 2009 and the 
accompanying regulations set out what 
must be kept in employment records, and 
what information must be on a payslip. 

An easy compliance get is for employers 
to make sure they issue a Fair Work 
Information Statement to every new 
employee – this is mandatory, and part  
of the National Employment Standards.   

WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE

This information is of a general nature only. Emma has been advising timber industry employers on their employment rights 
and obligations since 1998. She is currently the Chief Executive Officer of the TMA. Email her on emma@emmawatt.com.au

rarely be asked to work more than  
two hours of overtime each day, and the 
employee is paid significantly over the 
minimum award rate of pay for the work 
performed, then an IFA that all overtime be 
paid at time and a half may be enforceable.

It is the employer’s responsibility  
to ensure that any IFA made leaves the 
employee better off overall compared to  
the relevant award conditions at all times, 
and this includes ensuring that any such 
agreements are revisited in July each  
year, when award rates of pay change.

Another area where employers can get 
themselves into hot water is in relation to 
the payment of untaken personal/carer’s 
leave. While the Timber Industry Award 2010 
allows this type of payment, there are strict 
rules to follow. Employers may only agree to 
pay out untaken personal/carer’s leave  
if the employee has made a separate 
request in writing on each occasion.

I am aware that a small number of timber 
industry employers simply pay out excess 
personal/carer’s leave at Christmas 
regardless of documentation of the 
employee’s wishes. While this may seem  
to be a trivial matter, because employees 
are paid for the leave, it may happen that an 
employee who has not been requesting this 
payment, but has been paid their leave each 
year, commences action for breach of the 

Over the past few 
years there have been 
a few high-profile 
scandals where 
allegations of 
systematic breaches of 
employment law have 
been made. But how 
does the average 
timber industry 
business ensure that 
they are not at risk?

For the last 15 years STS Timber  
Wholesale Pty Ltd has been a proud  
supplier of all outdoor timber. 

Timber for pergolas and carports, pine and  
merbau decking, cypress, mixed species posts,  
treated pine sleepers and all fencing materials.

STS also offers the following custom treatment options:

• CCA Lifewood® – Copper Chrome Arsenate

• ACQ® NatureWood® – Non-Arsenic based preservative formula

• MicroPro Sienna® – Long – Lasting Colour, Non-Arsenic based 
preservative formula

SALES TEAM: Craig Cunningham 0403 050 714  
Danny Kingston 0419 475 791  I  Ange Arendse 0411 313 175

SITES: Dandenong 03 9791 9555  I  Woori Yallock 03 5967 3993

STS TIMBER WHOLESALE PTY LTD

A copy of the document that must be  
given out (without modification) can  
be found at fwo.gov.au. 

Finally, in this summary of compliance 
issues, employers should check they are 
paying 9.5% superannuation on Ordinary 
Time Earnings for all eligible employees  
who earn more than $450 gross in  
a calendar month. 
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TIMBER FLOOR NEWS

The conversion and drying of timber  
can influence the future stability of the 
wood products derived from the process. 
For this reason an understanding of  
the manufacturing process is fundamental to 
appreciating the nature and effect  
of moisture uptake and release in  
timber flooring products. 

Milling is the first step in the 
manufacturing process. It is the point  
at which green/wet logs or flitches are 
converted into sawn timber. The main  
cuts are plain sawn or quarter sawn.  
In plain sawn boards the growth rings  
meet the face of the board at an angle of 
less than 45 degrees. In general, shrinkage 
along the growth rings is greater than 
shrinkage across the growth rings; therefore 
movement in the boards will be greater in 
the width than in the length. In quarter  
sawn timber the growth rings run at 
approximately 45 degrees to the timber  
face – as a consequence shrinkage in  
board width is minimised. 

In conjunction with the conversion 
process, controlled drying of the timber  
is essential. Rapid or uneven moisture loss 
can cause stresses within the wood as  
we lower the equilibrium moisture content 
to a level that will minimise future swelling 
or shrinkage ensuring a further degree  
of stability in the end product. 

In very simple terms, the drying or 
seasoning of timber is the process of 
removing free water from within the timber 
cells; the moisture content of the timber  
at this point depending on species will  
sit at around 30 percent. This is known as 
fibre saturation point. The timber will then 
continue to lose water bound within its cell 
walls until it’s in balance with the humidity in 
its environment, or to use a term we are all 
familiar with, it has reached equilibrium 
moisture content (EMC). It is during this 

BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Understanding acclimatisation
Exploring the relationship 
between timber stability  
and moisture content.
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Many years ago, one of our first 
presentations to the Association  

of Building Consultants was about  
timber movement. Despite the passage  
of time, this remains our most requested 
presentation topic. In this article we explore 
the relationship between timber stability  
and moisture content through the process 
of manufacture to the time installation.  

Above: correct stacking is essential at all stages from manufacture through to installation.
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The conversion 
and drying of 
timber can 
influence the 
future stability 
of wood 
products.

process that shrinkage occurs.
Air drying is the traditional method for 

seasoning timber. It’s a time-intensive but 
inexpensive process, however it has its 
limitations. The milled timber is stacked 
evenly on spacers or stickers-batons, which 
are approximately 25mm square spaced at 

450mm centres. Stacks are usually 
constructed in sheltered areas and well  
off of the ground to facilitate airflow  
through and around the stacks. Using this 
strategy timber dries at a nominal rate of 
approximately 25mm thickness per year. 
Over this period moisture content of the 

timber can be expected to drop to  
around 14 and 16 percent depending  
on the ambient humidity.

 Kiln drying can reduce the moisture 
content of timber well below the air dry 
levels in a matter of days. This makes  
the drying process commercially viable, 

The Mean Moisture Content of wood

At Various Temperatures and Relative Humidity Readings

  Temperature ° Centigrade
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5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2

10 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.3

15 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.3

20 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.2

25 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.1 5.0

30 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.1 5.9 5.8

35 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.0 6.9 6.8 6.7 6.5

40 7.9 7.9 7.9 7.8 7.7 7.6 7.4 7.2

45 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.6 8.5 8.3 8.1 7.9

50 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.4 9.2 9.1 8.9 8.7

55 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.2 10.1 9.9 9.7 9.5

60 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.1 11.0 10.8 10.5 10.3

65 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.1 12.0 11.7 11.5 11.2

70 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.3 13.1 12.9 12.6 12.3

75 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.6 14.4 14.2 13.9 13.6

80 16.8 16.5 16.5 16.2 16.0 15.7 15.4 15.1

85 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.2 17.9 17.7 17.3 17.0

90 21.0 21.0 21.0 20.7 20.5 20.2 19.8 19.5

95 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.1 23.9 23.6 23.3 22.9

98 26.9 26.9 26.9 26.8 26.6 26.3 26.0 25.6

To be calibrated to individual timber species (Douglas Fir)

The event objective is to inspire exchange between delegates and 
suppliers to create opportunities for Offsite prefabricated timber 
systems, to provide benefits in building construction and to 
achieve more sustainable outcomes.

• Conference presentations
• Exhibition displays
• Workshop sessions
• Delegate tours

Principal Supporter

Principal Partner

The major national event for 
Offsite timber building systems 
in residential construction

Frame Australia 
Conference 
& Exhibition 
19-20 June 2017 
Park Hyatt Melbourne

More event information visit www.frameaustralia.com

Information sheet – Moisture Content in Wood
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particularly where time constraints and 
lower moisture content is essential. As  
per air drying, the timber is sticker stacked 
and then it’s rolled into a kiln where it’s 
subjected to a mixture of hot air and  
steam. The steam/humidity is then gradually 
reduced to the required moisture content,  
to between 8-13 percent.

 It seems prudent at this point to mention 
the hygroscopic nature of timber. Put simply, 
this means that throughout its life wood will 
absorb moisture from or release moisture 
into the atmosphere as a response to 
changes in ambient atmospheric humidity. 
The exchange of moisture will continue until 
the timber reaches EMC.  
It is this uptake and release of moisture that 
results in dimensional change in finished 
wood products. Often referred to  
as movement in service, the effect  
is implicated in a large proportion  
of post installation floor failures.

Timber flooring products are generally 
shipped in packs or bundles which are 
wrapped in plastic or strapped together.  
This makes it easier to handle during 
transport. Wrapping timber in plastic creates  
a micro environment around the product and 
therefore minimises its exposure to changes 
in ambient humidity. Packs or bundles  
of strapped timber will, on the other hand, 
respond to climatic change by taking up or 
releasing moisture along exposed surfaces; 
this can result in uneven moisture content in 
individual boards and within the pack as 
boards in the centre of the pack will respond 
at a slower rate given their reduced exposure. 

When timber is shipped across the 
country from the mill or stored at the 
wholesalers it is likely to experience and 
adjust to multiple changes in ambient 
humidity. This process will continue 
indefinitely until the timber is acclimatised  
to the service area at its final destination.

So what is acclimatisation? In principal, 
acclimatisation is the process of stabilising 
timber to the climatic conditions expected  
to prevail long term in the proposed service 
area. AS/NZS 1080.1 states that at the time 
of installation the moisture content of the 
flooring, when tested shall be within + or – 2 
percent of the equilibrium (EMC) for the area 
and proposed conditions of the installation. 
The time taken to achieve EMC will vary from 
project to project. EMC is deemed  
to be the point at which wood neither gains 
nor loses moisture when surrounded by  
air at a given temperature and humidity. 

Factors influencing the acclimatisation 
process are the moisture content of the 
timber at the point of delivery, species 

TIMBER FLOOR NEWS
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Wrapping timber in plastic creates a 
micro environment around the product 
and therefore minimises its exposure  
to changes in ambient humidity. 
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specific on site storage and stacking  
and the stability of the atmosphere  
in the proposed service area.

In practice, acclimatisation is a series  
of steps or tasks designed to balance  
the needs of a natural product within the 
context of a building construct. The following 
guidelines can be found in industry and 
manufacturer recommendations.

The building should be at lock up, all 
external doors and windows fitted and wet 
trades completed. Heating and cooling 
systems should be fitted and operational; 
special conditions apply for in slab heating.

The moisture content of the timber  
should be recorded when delivered to site. 
It is good practice to take multiple readings 
along random boards within the lot, bearing 
in mind the potential for moisture change 
during shipping and storage.

For acclimatisation purposes the timber 
should be stored at least 200mm off the 
ground/concrete with even supports to 

maintain straight boards and allow good 
ventilation to all pack faces. A moisture 
barrier between the ground/concrete  
and underside of the timber is essential.

The length of time taken to achieve  
EMC will depend on the difference between 
the moisture content in the timber and 
relative humidity in the service area. That  
is to say, the more stable the temperature 
and humidity in the service area, the  
quicker the process will be. 

It not hard to see the similarities between 
the drying/seasoning of timber and the 
acclimatisation process. Both procedures 
are designed with consideration for the 
innate hygroscopic nature of the material  
to provide a product that will remain stable 
and perform with integrity in service. As 
installers’ achieving this balance between 
the product and its environment is 
fundamental to our skill set, in the same 
way it is the consumer’s responsibility to 
maintain the integrity of the service area. 

TIMBER FLOOR NEWS

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience  
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697  |  Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com

DinnerGala Industry
The Australian Forest Products Association presents the 3rd biennial

Gather your colleagues for a night of celebrating the industry and networking 
with representatives across the value chain, Government ministers, Members 

of Parliament and Senators. 

Location: The Great Hall, Parliament House, Canberra 
Time: Drinks at 6:00pm and dinner at 7:00pm 
Hosted by: Acclaimed journalist, Ellen Fanning 

TUESDAY 12 SEPTEMBER 2017 
Dress code: Black Tie/Evening Wear 
Enquiries: bernadette.cording@ausfpa.com.au 
              0409 962 250  

Event 
sponsors:

An understanding of 
the manufacturing 
process is 
fundamental to 
appreciating the 
nature and effect 
of moisture uptake 
and release in timber 
flooring products. 
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ABRASIVES SPECIAL

Smooth operators
Quality, innovation, 
knowledge and experience 
set Hermes at the head  
of the pack. 

When you think of smooth, perfect 
surfaces, sandpaper may not be  

the first thing that comes to mind, but  
its inclusion in the finishing process is 
instrumental to the many products you 
come across every day. From the spoon  
you finished your cereal with this morning  
to the window you look out of during the 
day, these items wouldn’t have arrived  
to you without some form of sanding. 

At Hermes Abrasives Australia, the  
priority is ensuring that the company  

provides customers with the best product for 
their specific application. The business is well 
established in the coated abrasives industry, 
more commonly known as sandpaper, and 
now they are expanding further into bonded 
abrasives, more commonly known as 
grinding and cut-off wheels.  

The Hermes Abrasives group, based  
in Germany, strives to maintain its long 
tradition of quality while remaining a 
pioneering developer of innovative  
products. Hermes Abrasives Australia  

Belt edge sander, sanding timber frame. 
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was founded in 1977 as a subsidiary  
of Hermes Germany. It was founded  
as a converting manufacturing business to 
supply the Australian/New Zealand markets.  

“Converting manufacturing is a 
manufacturing plant that brings in pre-made 
large jumbo rolls of coated abrasive material 
and then manufactures belts, sheets  
and discs from these rolls,” says John 
Freestone, managing director at Hermes 
Abrasives Australia. “When Hermes was 
founded, the main competition was from the 

The Hermes 
Abrasives group 
strives to maintain  
its long tradition  
of quality.

Silicon carbide belt, commonly used on  
particle/chip board, MDF, OSB and cement board.

This photo: grinding of metal. At left: cross  
sanding belt, commonly used on wide  belt 
machines to remove veneer tape, glue, filler.
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US companies 3M, Norton and 
Carborundum. Each of these competitors 
also had their own manufacturing  
facilities back then.

“Hermes Australia showed steady growth 
over the ensuing years, becoming a market 
leader in the industrial market by the late 
1990s, and became Australian-owned  
in 2009 and still operates converting 
manufacturing in its Braeside, Victoria, head 
office. Of the original competitors, they  
have all closed their manufacturing here.  
But newer competitors have come into the 
Australian market, ensuring that we still need 
to be completely focused on our customers.”

Hermes manufacture in Australia to order 
and hold a wide stock of popular products, 
allowing the business to supply in a timely 

“It’s so important for 
us as a company to 
be at the forefront of 
offering the latest and 
the best products.”

Above: abrasive cutting technology (source: Prof. Dr. Dr. W. König, Germany).  
Below: coated abrasive (source: Hermes Schleifmittel, Germany).

manner. They offer products into numerous 
industries: metal, woodworking, timber, 
glass, panelboard for a wide range of 
processes, auto smash repair, floor sanding, 
boat building, stainless steel polishing and 
metal grinding. Abrasives are Hermes’ 
speciality, and the company’s aim is to 
enable customers to achieve a superior 
surface finish that will also benefit them.  

In Australia and New Zealand Hermes 
supply into 27 different industries, with 
timber-specific industries representing  
40 percent of sales. 

“Due to our access to quality Hermes 
products and our flexibility to source 
alternative niche products, we can supply  
a comprehensive range to our customers,” 
says Freestone. “We supply both the  
larger companies, for example panelboard  
– MDF board producers, and smaller 
customers, such as handcrafted  
speciality furniture producers.  

“We also supply to many distributors  
so home handymen and businesses have 
access to quality products. Over the years,  
we have seen Australia’s marketplace grow  
in different unique ways. While we have seen 
larger manufacturing plants close, we have also 
discovered services such as floor restoration 
have grown, and as an Australian-owned 
company we are here to support our fellow 
Australians thrive in their industries, whether 
new or old. That is why it’s so important for us 
as a company to be at the forefront of offering 
the latest and the best products.”

WHAT WORKS BEST
Hermes knows that the many applications for 
sandpaper are endless and the customers’ 
needs vary greatly. Coarse sandpaper belts 
may be needed for calibration (sizing) of the 
timber through to extremely fine sandpaper 
belts to be used to give the high gloss  
shine on a lacquered board.  

“When it comes to recommending an 
abrasive for a certain type of finish, our 
sales and technical representatives will  
work closely with customers to gain  
an understanding of their needs and to  
ensure the finish achieved surpasses their 
expectations,” says Keith Robinson, sales 
manager at Hermes Abrasives Australia.  
“This can mean trialling different types  
of abrasives to see which works best  
for the customer’s application. 

“For a perfect surface, all components  
of the production procedure have to be  
very well coordinated, and this can often 
lead to our representatives offering advice 
on machine set-up to ensure the abrasives 
are operating at optimal capacity.”

There are a number of different types  
of abrasives used on timber. Generally,  
the type of timber – whether it be hardwood 
or softwood – will determine the type  
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of abrasives used. Both softwood  
and hardwood timbers have different 
characteristics and therefore impact  
the abrasive in different ways. Softwood 
timbers will cause an abrasive sanding  
belt to load or clog up whereas hardwood 
timbers will cause the abrasive belt to  
dull or lose its cutting edge. 

The preference for hardwood, especially  
in furniture, has seen the emergence of 
zirconia abrasive grains. Zirconia was 
originally designed for the metal industry 
where customers wanted to remove 
material quickly. It was quickly realised that 
some of the hardwood species were indeed 
as hard as metal, thus causing the more 
conventional aluminium oxide abrasives to 
dull and lose their cut earlier than zirconia. 
While aluminium oxide abrasive grain has 
been the preferred type of abrasive used 
over many years, zirconia grains are growing 
due to its longer life and faster sanding rate. 

“The correct combination for a customer  
is usually a balance between the correct 
surface finish verses the cost of the abrasive 
type being used,” Robinson says. “Usually, as 
timber is a softer material to sand, a paper-
backed abrasive belt would suffice.”

QUALITY IS KEY
Hermes Australia has the ability to produce 
abrasives in many forms. The most popular 
are rolls, sheets, discs and belts and these 
can be supplied in any dimension that the 
customer requires. 

“How abrasives are used is determined 
by our customers and the work they do, 
together with the finish they require,” 
Freestone says. “Hermes Australia can 
supply anything from a heavy duty 24-grit 
product for rapid stock removal to a 2500-

03 9587 1171 | 1800 335 473
www.hermes.com.au | sales@hermes.com.au

CR116 & CR456Z 
Available in disc or belt form, cloth or paper  - suitable for metal or wood
Tough, high-performance, low sanding temperatures & improved sanding life
Introducing superior ceramic grain

Hermes Abrasives Australia 

“The ultimate goal  
is to guarantee that 
the abrasive paper  
is performing at  
peak condition.”

grit product for fine finishing on car bodies.”
The Hermes Abrasives group’s emphasis 

has been to deliver high-quality, state-of- 
the-art abrasives into the market. Hermes 
Abrasives was founded in Germany in 1927 
and now maintains numerous production 
sites and sales offices in all the main 
industrial and emerging nations of the world.  

“Upholding the tradition of quality is a key 
factor when developing products,” Freestone 
says. “All the elements that go into a new 

Floorsanding belts and a belt sander.
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“The biggest asset 
Hermes has is the 
knowledge and 
experience of  
its local team.”

product are inspected to ensure that the best 
available are being used. The abrasive paper 
then goes under vigorous testing before 
being made available to the market. From  
the thread pattern of cloth belts to the 
temperature resistance of resins, the ultimate 
goal is to guarantee that the abrasive paper  
is performing at peak condition to allow  
the customers to have the best finish  
with the least amount of hassle.”

We might not realise just how many items 
in our day-to-day life would have been 
sanded at some point, but when you think 
about the many different types of materials 
we come across – metal, wood, glass –  
it’s not hard to appreciate the technical 
expertise that goes into ensuring the 
production of high quality products best 
suited for the vast array of applications. 

Abrasives generally consist of a backing  
–  from paper and cloth to polyester –     
a base coat to adhere the abrasive grain, 
abrasive grain and a top coat to hold the 
grain in place. Additional additives may  
also be added to the paper to improve 
performance, such as an antistatic treatment 
which will help reduce the belt clogging with 
dust. Common abrasive grain types  
are aluminium oxide, silicon carbide, zirconia 
alumina and ceramic. Different grains 
contain different properties, and choosing 
the most appropriate type for your 
application will result in a better finish. 

“The abrasives market is an extremely 
competitive market, but the main producers 
of abrasives are only found in Europe,  
Asia and the USA,” Freestone says. “The 
Hermes product coming from Germany has 
the benefit and advantage of being made 
with only the very best ingredients, from  
the quality of the various grain used to the 
quality of the backing materials used.

“Hermes has its own cloth treatment plant 
to control the consistency of their backing 
first-hand and they also have their own 
ceramic and Hermesit grains that are still 
world leaders in strength and toughness.  
Lean manufacturing and stringent quality 
control measures bring this to the market  
at a competitive price and consistent quality.  
There are many good competitors in the 
marketplace, and even more so, an increasing 
presence of low-cost Asian products.”

Recently, Hermes introduced a new third 
generation ceramic grain product into the 
Australian market through a promotion 
conducted with Floorsanding Distributors. 
Ceramic grain has been available for some 
time. It’s a grain originally formulated  
for metalworking applications, but the 
introduction of it into the flooring industry 
has seen positive feedback. 

“Our blend of ceramic grain is tough  
and sharp, resulting in high stock removal 
rates and an improved sanding life over 
traditional abrasive paper,” Freestone says. 

With additional active additives, the 
material has the added benefit of low 
grinding temperatures. Floorsanding belts 
manufactured with ceramic grain are less 
aggressive than traditionally used zirconia 
belts and so offer a better finish.

Today, Hermes Australia has sales offices in 
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and Auckland. 

“We maintain a converting manufacturing 
plant in Melbourne and are also proud  
to announce that we recently purchased  
a small convertor/distributor in Perth to 
enable us to provide a superior service  
into Western Australia,” Freestone says.

“We are fully backed by Hermes Germany 
and we constantly have German engineers 
working with our team to ensure that the 
latest technologies and products are being 
brought to market. The biggest asset Hermes 
has is the knowledge and experience of its 
local team – in management and sales the 
average industry experience per employee  
is nine years and production is 10 years.  

“Regular technical training is offered to 
our team to ensure that they’re kept up- 
to-date with the latest abrasive applications 
and practices. We like to work as a 
partnership with our customers, for if we 
can give them an advantage by helping 
them produce a superior finish on their 
products, then we feel our job is done.”  
For more info, head to hermes.com.au

This photo: Floorsanding 
products, aluminium oxide.
Below: belt edge sander, 
preparing wood for joining.
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Above: Ari Akritidis.

Building inspections for 
engineered timber construction 
Frame 2017 will offer 
conference-goers the 
opportunity to better 
understand building  
code provisions. 

Akritidis’ presentation, as will specific  
issues relating to timber such as fire, 
acoustics, doors and lift wells. Building  
cost-effectively will also be a key theme.

Under the code, Akritidis says some 
sprinkler-protected buildings up to 25 metres 
in effective height could now be built from 
timber “as of right”. It had previously been 
available through a “performance” solution, 
but was now a “deemed to comply” solution.

“That introduces a whole range  
of secondary compliance issues,” he 
says.“What avenues are available if a 
designer, owner or developer wants to go 
outside those limitations – above 25 metres 
or build a building of a different class?”

Not being able to meet the two major 
parameters means developers will have to 

Despite panelised timber frame systems 
being manufactured offsite in factories, 

building inspections are still an essential  
part of the brave new world of engineered 
timber. That’s the word from Ari Akritidis, who 
will speak on “Building regulations and code 
compliance for timber construction” at the 
Frame Australia Timber Offsite Construction 
conference in Melbourne in June.

Akritidis, a building surveyor since 1996 
and a business owner since 2003, has been 
a serving member of the Building Appeals 
Board for eight years, and is now on the 
Building Regulations Advisory Committee 
appointed by the Minister for Planning. 

“We are entering new ground. The 
regulatory system in Victoria is quite  
clear that, for all framework, a builder  
must call for an inspection of the frame  
on its completion,” he says.

“Where structures will be built offsite  
and delivered to the site, that’s fine as  
long as the whole structure – engineered, 
designed and certified – is inspected while  
it is onsite and clearly visible. It will only  
be a problem when any part of the structure 
is not visible on site. It’s a breach, and 
something to think about.”

Understanding the building code 
provisions – “deemed to satisfy” and 
“performance” pathways for timber 
residential buildings will be a focus of 

AUTOBUILD NEWS
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Building inspections 
are still an essential 
part of the brave  
new world of 
engineered timber. 

Above: Ari Akritidis.
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go down the “performance solution” path.
Permitted concessions relate to building 

classes 2, 3 and 5 – essentially residential 
apartments and office buildings. “But  
to build, for example, a six-storey retail 
premise, you don’t achieve those 
concessions, even though in theory the 
structure is the same,” Akritidis says. 

Frame Australia 2017 Timber 
Offsite Construction will be held  
on 19-20 June 2017 at Park Hyatt  
Melbourne. For details visit 
frameaustralia.com 

Delegate registration is now 
available on-line at the website,  
and early bird registration fees 
receive a $155 discount.
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“Getting the design 
right from the  
start saves on 
building costs.”

While CLT is the dynamic new kid  
on the block, conventional timber 

frames with engineered timber floor systems 
are still the most viable and commercial 
option for medium density construction. 

Andrew Pettenon, new business  
and design manager at Figurehead 
Constructions, will explain why in his 
presentation on mid-rise residential 
construction with prefab timber frames  
and cassette floors at the Timber Offsite 
Construction conference in June.

The pioneer of this approach was  
a five-level apartment complex in  
Parkville built three years ago in Victoria by 

Timber most viable option 
for mid-rise building
Smart design saves time and money.

on efficient continual loads,” he says.  
“It’s about eliminating structural offsets, 
such as changing floor plates from one  
floor to the next, otherwise the system  
is compromised, adding other structural 
elements like steel, and hence cost.”

Pettenon’s presentation will cover smart 
design and working cohesively as a team. 

“Getting the design right from the start 
really saves on building costs in the long 
run,” he says. “Engineered timber systems 
won’t work on all projects, yet it definitely 
has a place in the medium density market.

“Timber has a big advantage in the 
delivery program by allowing services and 
finishing trades to immediately start  
works on the level below the floor framing 
installation, which is a huge advantage in 
comparison to a framed concrete solution.”

Pettenon will also elaborate on National 
Code of Construction compliance of timber 
class 2 medium density apartments, 
particularly in regard to fire and acoustics. 

Australand, now Frasers Property Australia. 
It was the tallest timber frame apartment 
building in Australia at the time.

“We are using similar technologies;  
we are just refining them for better 
compliance and design outcomes,” says 
Pettenon, whose firm will undertake its  
fifth project of such construction in 
Melbourne over the next few months.

Pettenon will explain the benefits  
of timber frame construction up to  
three or four levels, and the parameters  
that make such buildings both design  
and cost efficient.

“The success of timber frames relies  
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For more information contact Multinail Australia  
enquiry@multinail.com

Exposed CLT 
faces new 
challenges
Nick Hewson is overseeing an innovation 

in CLT construction where the CLT in a 
new apartment block will be visible – raising 
a range of fire and acoustics challenges. 

The technical manager for XLam Australia, 
Hewson will explain these design issues 
with a presentation on “Engineering design 
for mass wood residential buildings” at the  
Frame Australia Timber Offsite Construction 
conference in June. XLam are currently 
building Australia’s first CLT plant in Wodonga 
which will be one of the most technologically 
advanced CLT plants worldwide. 

With a background in structural timber  
in the UK, Hewson says working with CLT 
involves more than structural engineering. 
“It needs a multi-pronged approach to come 
up with the best solution. A co-operative 
effort is where the solution lies,” he said.

That’s why the case study he will use to 
illustrate the challenges – the six-storey 
Nightingale apartment project in Sydney Rd, 
in the inner Melbourne suburb of Brunswick 
– is an apt example. It’s the brainchild of a 
group of collaborating architects who are not 
working with developers, but forging ahead 
on their own. “The particular focus is on the 
end-user – the people who will live in the 
apartments, with sustainability high  
on the agenda,” Hewson says.

“It’s the first project where an aim is  
to expose CLT internally so you can see  

it. Usually timber is clad with plasterboard, 
so when exposing the timber, it’s obviously 
working that much harder in a fire.”

This visibility in turn has implications for 
acoustics. “Because we want to expose 
ceilings  
in the apartments, we must compensate 
with the top of the floor to achieve a 
coustic ratings,” Hewson says. 

Then there is the external façade.  
The Nightingale will sit between existing 
buildings along Sydney Rd. “It’s difficult  
to get access and scaffold. We are trying  
to develop external wall systems so we  
can pre-clad,” Hewson says.

“That’s probably what we will see more of 
in CLT buildings going forward – more pre-
clad, to eliminate the need for scaffolding.”

No decisions have been made on the 
material for cladding, but he said the fire 
issues around cladding had become 
awkward to deal with in commercial 
buildings, particularly after the tower fire in 
Docklands when external cladding ignited.

Hewson says Nightingale was outside the 

new “deemed to satisfy” regulations that 
the changes to the building code concerning 
timber allow. “We have to go through a 
‘performance-based’ solution, and satisfy 
the fire brigade and building authorities: 
expose the timber but still achieve the 
principles of the building code through 
engineering assessment,” Hewson says.  
“Turning CLT from a structural material into 
a building system, is the way we look at it.”

Above: Nick Hewson
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NEWSLETTER
with Kersten Gentle

The inaugural meeting of the FTMA  
Mid-Rise Timber Construction –  

Frame & Truss Supply Chain – Market 
Implementation Group (MIG) was  
held on May 3.

Now it may not surprise you, but an 
engineer came up with the long name  
and furthermore, the meeting – which  
was attended by Wood Products Victoria, 
FWPA/WoodSolutions, the three nail  
plate providers, Engineered Wood  
Products Association of Australia  
and FTMA – was mostly engineers.  
The meeting was not only productive  
but everyone fought their urges to  
solve everything in the one meeting.

The next step is to invite fabricators 
interested in entering the new mid-rise 
market for the next meeting and, of  
course, Alastair Woodard presented  
at the FTMA conference on the issues  
and held a workshop to maximise  
the input from fabricators.

The project overview is to investigate, 
discuss and develop collaboratively  
with the Australian frame and truss   
sector and supply chain prefabricated 
timber-framed construction system 
solutions for the new four-plus storey  
mid-rise construction market.

The meeting honed in on the definition  
of the group and how we would achieve  
our aims working collaboratively across  
the supply chain. We also discussed the 
potential opportunities this new market 
provided for the frame and truss sector.

Areas such as the continued growth  
of prefabricated cassette floor systems, 
panelised walls, prefabricated roof s 
ystems as well as lift and stair shaft 
systems were discussed as potential  
new markets for our sector.

It is important to note – and I have  
done so on many occasions – that these 
opportunities are real. However, if the 
frame and truss sector do not take up  
these opportunities then others will,  
and this may include builders, timber 
companies or construction companies.  
It is now up to us as to where our 
industry’s future lies.

I have been in many workshops over  
the years and sometimes it’s like pulling 

hens teeth to get people to give input.  
This meeting was definitely different  
as the ideas were coming thick and fast. 
We looked at areas of uncertainty, concern 
or interest and then identified who should 
be addressing that concern. Is it the  
MIG or is it WoodSolutions? Nailplate 
companies or all of them?

As with any new project, we also 
undertook a group analysis of the new  
mid-rise opportunity with a traditional 
SWOT of strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats and again  
every idea was put out there, documented 
and discussed further. The energy in  
the room was dynamic.

The MIG is only possible due to the 
co-funding through FWPA / Government 
program.  Contributing to this MIG is  
FTMA $10,000, EWPAA $5000 and  
$1000 from each of the three nail plate 
companies, MiTek, Multinail & Pryda.

 
 

The project overview 
is to investigate, 
discuss and develop 
prefabricated timber-
framed construction 
system solutions for 
the new four-plus 
storey mid-rise 
construction market.
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Representatives of these companies will  
be the official project steering committee, 
however, the only way this will succeed  
is if we bring along fabricators and the 
whole supply chain, so please stay tuned  
for opportunities for you to have further 
input over the coming months and year.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
More information, stories and pictures  
will follow about the FTMA Australia  
2017 National Conference, which was  
about to commence as this issue went  
to print. At this point, it is important to 
recognise all the conference sponsors,  
as these events are not cheap to put  
on, especially when they are as full-on  
and fun as our FTMA events.

If the frame and  
truss sector do  
not take up these 
opportunities  
then others will.

For more information contact Kersten Gentle on 0418 226 242

We would like to thank our conference 
sponsors: Multinail Australia, Pryda 
Australia, AB Phillips, Healthcare  
Insurance, Vekta Automation, Carter  
Holt Harvey Wood Products, CombiLift, 
Daw Trading, Dindas, Hundegger 
Australasia, Lonza Wood Protection,  
LP Building Products, McCormack 
Hardwood Sales, Tilling Timber, Choice 
Energy, StoraEnso, FINSTRO, First  
Super, WoodSolutions & ForestWorks. 

Above and right: snapshots from the FTMA  
Mid-Rise Timber Construction – Frame & Truss 
Supply Chain – Market Implementation Group.
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By Tim Rossiter, state manager, NSW and WA

ANOTHER MITEK ADVANTAGE – JUNE 2017

GN GUIDELINES  NO.239

Air conditioning units and trusses
We are regularly asked about air 

conditioning units and their 
“interaction” with roof trusses.  
Unfortunately this usually means that an  
AC unit or duct needs to occupy the same 
space as an existing truss member (usually a 
web or two). We all know how that one goes 
and there have been plenty of articles written 
that are aimed at avoiding bad choices.

For the record – NEVER cut a truss 
element without prior approval from  
the truss manufacturer!

This article is not about repairing 
unsanctioned modifications by the 
uneducated. Instead, it is about how to get 
the best results when an AC unit is to be 
supported by trusses in the roof space. 

The Association of Wall and Ceiling 
Industries of Australia and New Zealand 
(AWCI) recently consulted us for an article 
on this very subject. Their members are  
also regularly called out to deal with  
issues that are a direct consequence  
of inappropriate AC installation. 

The guideline I am providing here  
mainly concerns residential buildings,  

Did I mention – NEVER cut a truss 
element without prior approval from  
the truss manufacturer?

Thirdly, my recommendations for  
where AC units are best located are:
• Where there is the most clearance  

height and fewest webs, ie, generally  
the middle of the span.

• Within standard trusses, so that extra 
strengthening is minimised; and off  
4 load points, which is usually where 
the support locations on the units are.

• Hung from the top chords. This 
minimises vibration on ceilings (just  
ask AWCI members). On bottom 
chords, AC vibrations will be directly 
transmitted to the attached ceiling 
material. Whether their fixing can 
tolerate persistent vibration over time  
is simply best avoided, than having  
to face the consequence of an  
easily avoidable problem.

• Not suspended off web members. They 
are usually designed only for pulling and 
pushing forces between chords, not for 
any bending in between.

I recognise it is not always possible 
to follow these recommendations  
due to architectural or geometric 
constraints, or comfort-level 
expectations (read – how big a unit 
does one really need?). In these 
instances, it is even more important 
to coordinate early with the truss 
designer and manufacturer to get  
the best possible result. Leaving 
discussions until after the trusses 
have been designed, installed and 
ceiling lined inevitably leads to  
an unsatisfactory outcome and  
costly repercussions.

BTW did I happen to mention – 
NEVER cut a truss element without 
prior approval from the truss 
manufacturer? 

How to get the 
best results 
when an air 
conditioning 
unit is to be 
supported by 
trusses in the 
roof space. 

as commercial ACs are in a whole different 
league when it comes to multiple or heavier 
units, plant rooms, service platforms, 
walkways and inflexible heavy ducting.

First and foremost, trusses which have  
to support an AC fan coil unit (usually  
about 120kg max), must be designed  
and manufactured to be sturdier than 
normal. But if the unit is to be retrofitted, 
the existing roof trusses have to be 
re-designed for modification details  
to strengthen them appropriately.

Secondly, AC units must be installed  
only on the trusses which were designed for 
the purpose, and in the specified manner of 
suspension or support. In the case of new 
trusses, the locations are usually clearly 
marked on individual trusses (see photo)  
and referenced in the roof truss layout. 
Make sure that the truss installer and  
AC installer both get copies of the layout.  
I recall at least one instance of a split  
upper/lower level roof, where the trusses  
in the steeper upper roof were designed  
to support the AC, but the AC crew thought 
the lower flatter roof was a “better” idea! 
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I am a man of many hats. I have my structural 
engineer’s hat. I have a forensic engineer’s 

hat – which sounds very CSI but lacks the fast 
cars and fast women. And I have a journalist’s 
hat for TimberTrader News. I also have a dad 
hat, a scout leader’s hat, a dragon hat, a bush 
hat, a hard hat and a genuine Soviet Army 
winter-warfare hat scrounged in East Berlin 
just after the fall of The Wall. (I like the  
way that when I’m skiing the flappy bits  
at the side stick out like wings.)

I also have, of course, a timber-
engineering specialist’s hat. It fits quite 
nicely and I am wearing it at the moment. 

Wind-beams have been in the news lately, 
both here in TimberTrader News and around 
the industry. That’s because there are a lot 
more buildings going up with high voids 
which need a horizontal wind beam to break 
up the vertical span of the wall frames so 
that they are designable, transportable and 
constructible. Around a stairway is  
the most common occurrence but they are 
starting to crop up everywhere! In response, 
the new timber code AS1720.3 has provided 
the design parameters to work with. 

When you think about it, a window head 
is in some ways like a wind beam. The 
upper jack studs span from the top plate 
down to the lintel/window head trimmer 
assembly. Meanwhile, the window itself 
spans vertically to the head. Don’t kid 
yourself that the top of the aluminium 
window frames themselves are designed  
to span sideways to the jamb studs – 
generally they aren’t. 

Rather, the lintel takes these wind loads 
and span sideways – a bit like a boom 
carrying the sail loads to drive the boat. 
These loads are dumped into the jamb studs 
– the mast of our boat. And, just like wind 
beams at voids, because the depth of the 
wall in the horizontal wind load direction is 
typically just 90mm, the frame is very 
structurally inefficient under this sort of load. 

Luckily, for your typical project home this is 
a non-event because lintel is restrained by 
the eaves framing. But on walls where the 

only 35 or 45mm wide that doesn’t amount 
to much. And at least you won’t have  
walls flapping like a sail in the wind!  

Just last week I had a job for a builder 
where he was smart enough to ask whether 
or not he was going to need a wind beam in 
this sort of situation – he had a very large 
window assembly in a gable wall.

The answer in this case was “no”!  
There was another way. By running the  
jack studs down the outside face of  
the gable truss (so that the gable truss  
is set in 90 mm), the studs can use  
ceiling binders as lateral support and  
then continue cantilevering downwards  
to pick up the window sill trimmer.  

Having so many hats is a bit like having  
a multiple personality disorder. Sometimes 
when I wake up, I don’t know what  
hats I will be wearing that day. 

So, now that I can take off my 
TimberTrader News hat, what should  
I wear? I could put back on my engineering 
hat. But then again, the rubber chicken  
hat seems like a good idea… Or maybe  
my beret, perhaps my bank-robbing 
balaclava or even my gardening hat?

Hang on, it’s Friday. Time for my  
Coopers Ale hat. Cheers! 

window is well below the eaves, the framing 
at the top of the window opening must carry 
lateral wind load from the jack studs and the 
window itself. Logically the timber head 
should be designed in much the same way 
as a wind beam. But to complicate matters 
these members carry the vertical roof and/or 
upper floor loads as well.

How to go about this? Certainly the 
published lintel span tables don’t have  
a design allowance for lateral wind loads. 
Conversely, the Residential Timber Framed 
Construction Code says that if a wall is non-
loadbearing, for example in a gable wall, that 
the equivalent of a wind beam – a head 
trimmer – must be provided. 

The current situation is confused and, 
strictly following the code, can lead to  
the perverse situation where for the same 
overall height and width wall you need  
less strength if you substitute a window 
assembly for some of the stud framing. 

Huh? What to do? The simplest approach 
is to assume that the lintel carries all the 
vertical load and provide a head trimmer 
designed using the sill trimmer table 6.3 
from AS1684 to carry lateral wind. It’s a 
conservative approach because it ignores 
the lateral stiffness of the lintel – but if it’s 
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Left: lateral wind. Right: wind gable head. 
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When it comes to service 
and maintenance of 
your saw we believe you 
should have as many 
options as possible.

Vekta’s online support 
system, Vekta Rescue, lets 
you choose how your 
linear saw is supported. 
It Includes extremely 
detailed service checklists, 
instructions and up to  
date information.

So relax, we’ll support 
your decision.  Feel free 
to choose almost anyone 
you want to carry out your 
services and repairs.  
Key word: almost!

Go to help.vekta.com.au 
to get started.
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